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I'll Be Seeing You

by Elizabeth Berg
The New York Times bestselling author, in
this moving memoir, shares her experiences
caring for her parents in their final years,
charting the passage from the anguish of
loss to the understanding that even in the
most fractious of times, love can heal.
1st Floor 306.874 BERG, Eliz
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All You Can Ever Know

by Nicole Chung
A Korean adoptee who grew up with a
white family in Oregon discusses her
journey to find her identity as an Asian
American woman and a writer after
becoming curious about her true origins.
1st Floor 362.734 CHUNG, Nic
Nicole
ole

Believe It

by Jamie Kern Lima
“From struggling waitress to billion dollar
entrepreneur, I couldn’t put the book
down! Believe IT is for every person who knows
deep down inside they’re made for more, and
they just need to learn how to believe!" —Da
—David
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Home Work

by Julie Andrews
In a follow-up to the critically acclaimed
Home, the beloved performing artist
reflects on her Hollywood career and the
creations of three of her most iconic films,
Mary Poppins,
1st Floor 791.092 Andre
Andrew
ws, Julie

It's Trevor Noah

by Trevor Noah
The comedian traces his coming of age
during the twilight of apartheid in South
Africa and the tumultuous days of freedom
that followed, offering insight into the
farcical aspects of the political and social
systems of today's world
1st Floor 791.092 NO
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More than enough

by Elaine Welteroth
The award-winning journalist and Project
Runway judge chronicles her efforts as
editor-in-chief of Teen Magazine to infuse
social consciousness into the magazine,
sharing recommendations for women
about living life on one's own terms.
1st Floor 070.92 WELTERO
WELTEROTH,
TH, Elaine

Sounds like Titanic

by Stephanie Danler
From the best-selling author of Sweetbitter
comes a memoir of growing up in a family
shattered by lies and addiction, and of one
woman’s attempts to find a life beyond the
limits of her past.
1st Floor 813.6 D
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by Jessica Chiccehitto Hindman
Relates how the author, an aspiring violinist,
left her Appalachian home to pursue a
career in classical music in New York, only to
discover that the ensemble she has joined
pretends to play over CD recordings, and
describes her subsequent identity crisis and
disillusionment.
1st Floor 787
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Face It

What is a girl worth?

by Debbie Harry
Complemented by rare photos, a memoir
by the iconic performance artist traces
seven decades in the entertainment
industry while discussing her professional
collaborations, struggles with addiction,
near-escape from Ted Bundy and Blondie
alter-ego.
1st Floor 781.66092 Harr
Harry,
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by Rachael Denhollander
This book is the inspiring true story of
Rachael’s journey from an idealistic young
gymnast to a strong and determined
woman who found the courage to raise her
voice against evil, even when she thought the
world might not listen.

1st Floor 796.44092
796.44092Denhollander, Rachael
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